Abstract-Learning is the important property of Back Propagation Network (BPN) and finding the suitable weights and thresholds during training in order to improve training time as well as achieve high accuracy. Currently, data pre-processing such as dimension reduction input values and pre-training are the contributing factors in developing efficient techniques for reducing training time with high accuracy and initialization of the weights is the important issue which is random and creates paradox, and leads to low accuracy with high training time. One good data preprocessing technique for accelerating BPN classification is dimension reduction technique but it has problem of missing data. In this paper, we study current pre-training techniques and new preprocessing technique called Potential Weight Linear Analysis (PWLA) which combines normalization, dimension reduction input values and pre-training. In PWLA, the first data preprocessing is performed for generating normalized input values and then applying them by pre-training technique in order to obtain the potential weights. After these phases, dimension of input values matrix will be reduced by using real potential weights. For experiment results XOR problem and three datasets, which are SPECT Heart, SPECTF Heart and Liver disorders (BUPA) will be evaluated. Our results, however, will show that the new technique of PWLA will change BPN to new Supervised Multi Layer Feed Forward Neural Network (SMFFNN) model with high accuracy in one epoch without training cycle. Also PWLA will be able to have power of non linear supervised and unsupervised dimension reduction property for applying by other supervised multi layer feed forward neural network model in future work.
INTRODUCTION
Back propagation network [35] uses a nonlinear supervised learning algorithm, which uses data to adjust the network's weights and thresholds for minimizing the error in its predictions on the training set. Training of BPN is considerably slow because biases and weights have to be updated in hidden layers each epoch of learning by weighted functions [26] . In Supervised Multi Layer Neural Network (SMNN) model, suitable data pre-processing techniques are necessary to find input values while pre-training techniques to find desirable weights that in turn will reduce the training process. Without preprocessing, the classification process will be very slow and it may not even complete [12] . Currently, data preprocessing specially dimension reduction and pre-training are main ideas in developing efficient techniques for fast BPN, high accuracy and reducing the training process [34, 14] , but the problems in finding the suitable input values, weights and thresholds without using any random value are still remain [5, 1, 18, 12] . The current pre-training techniques generate suitable weights for reducing the training process but applying random values for initial weights [34, 4] and this will create paradox [39, 7] . This paper is organized as follows: To discuss and survey some related works in preprocessing techniques used in BPN and to compare them with new technique of PWLA. New preprocessing technique of PWLA is combination of normalization, dimension reduction and pre-training in BPN results in worthy input values, desirable process, and higher performance in both speed and accuracy. Finally, the experimental results and conclusion with future works are reported respectively.
II. EXISTING TECHNIQUES FOR PREPROCESSING
Pre-processing in real world environment focuses on data transformation, data reduction, and pre-training. Data transformation and normalization are two important aspects of pre-processing. Transformation data is codification of values of each row in input values matrix and changing them to one data. Data transformation often uses algebraic or statistical formulas. Data normalization data transforms one input value to another suitable data by distributing and scaling. Data reduction such as dimension reduction and data compression are applied minimizing the loss of information content. SMNN models such as Back-propagation Network (BPN) are able to identify information of each input based on its weight, hence increasing the processing speed [34] . Pre-training techniques reduce the training process through preparation of suitable weights. This is an active area of research in finding efficient technique of data pre-processing for fast back-propagation network with high accuracy [5, 1, 18, 12] . Currently, data preprocessing and pre-training are the contributing factors in developing efficient techniques for fast SMNN processing at high accuracy and reduced training time [34, 14] .
A. Data Preprocessing
Several powerful data pre-processing functions on ordinal basis of improving efficiency will be discussed as latest methods in this study. These are mathematical and statistical functions to scale, filter, and pre-process the data. Changing the input data or initial conditions can immediately affect the classification accuracy in back-propagation network [5] and will be discussed as current methods in this study.
1) MinMax as preprocessing:
Neal et al. explained about predicting the gold market including an experiment on scaling the input data [28] . MinMax technique will be used in BPN to transform and to scale the input values between 0 and 1 if the activation function is used the standard sigmoid and -1 to 1 for accelerating process [12, 31] . The technique of using Log (input value) is similar to MinMax for range [0..1). Another similar method is Sin( Radian(input value) ) between -π to π where Radian(input value) be between 0 to π [5] . Disadvantage of MinMax technique is lack of one special and unique class for each data [23] .
2) Dimension data reduction:
Dimension data reduction method projects high dimensional data matrix to lower dimensional sub-matrix for effective data preprocessing. There are two types of reduction, which are supervised and unsupervised dimension reduction. The type of reduction is based on relationship of the dimension reduction to the dataset itself or to an integrated known feature. In supervised dimension reduction, suitable sub-matrix selects based on their scores, prediction accuracy, selection the number of necessary attributes, and computing the weights with a supervised classification model. Unsupervised dimension reduction maps high dimension matrix to lower dimension and creates new low dimension matrix considering just the data points. Dimension reduction techniques are also divided into linear and nonlinear methods based on consideration of various relations between parameters. In real world, data is non-linear; hence only nonlinear techniques are able handle them. Linear techniques consider linear subset of the high dimensional space, while nonlinear techniques assume more complex subset of the high dimensional space [34, 14] . We consider Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [17] because of its properties which will be explained in pre-training section and it is known as the best dimension reduction technique until now [34, 32, 3, 24] . PCA is a classical multivariate data analysis method that is useful in linear feature extraction and data compression [34, 32, 3, 24] . If the dimension of the input vectors be large, the components of the vectors are highly correlated (redundant). In this situation to reduce the dimension of the input vectors is useful. The assumption is most information in classification of high dimensional matrix has large variation. In PCA often are computed maximizing the variance in process environment for standardized linear process. The disadvantage of PCA is not to be able to find non linear relationship within input values; therefore these data will be lost. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is one dimension reduction technique based on solution of the eigenvalue problem on the product of scatter matrixes [9] . LDA computes maximizing the ratio of between-class distance to withinclass distance and sometimes singularity. LDA has three majors based on this singularity problem: regularized LDA, PCA+LDA [2] and LDA/GSVD [36, 16] . 2003). These techniques use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [19] or Generalized Singular Value Decomposition (GSVD). QR is one of dimensional reduction techniques for solving standard eigen problems in general matrix [11] . QR reduces the matrix to quasi triangular by unitary similarity transformation. The time complexity of QR is much smaller than SVD method [33] . Another technique is LDA/QR which maximizes the separability between different classes by using QR Decomposition [37] . The main disadvantage of PCA and other dimension reduction techniques is missing input values.
B. Pre-training
Initialization of weights is the first critical step in training processing back-propagation networks (BPN). Training of BPN can be accelerated through a good initialization of weights during pre-training. To date, random numbers are used to initialize the weights [34, 4] . The number of epochs in training process depends on initial weights. In BPN, correct weights results in successful training. Otherwise, BPN may not obtain acceptable range of results and may halt during training. Training of BPN includes activation function in hidden layers for computing weights. Usually, initializations the weights in pre-training of BPN are random. Most papers do not report evaluation of speed and accuracy, only some comments about initializing of weights, network topology such as the number of layers and unknown practical nodes, if any. In turn, processing time depends on initial values of weights and biases, learning rate, as well as network topology [39, 7] . In the following sections, latest methods of pretraining for BPN are discussed.
1) MinMax:
There are several initial weights methods which are current methods even now such as MinMax [39, 7] . In the methods of MinMax, initial weights is considered in domain of (-a, +a) which computed experimentally. SBPN is initialed random weights in domain [-0.05, 0.05]. There is an idea that initializing with large weights are important [15] . The input values are classified in three groups, the weights of the most important inputs initialized in [0. [20] . The disadvantage of the method of MinMax is usage of initialization with random numbers which create critical in training.
2) SCAWI:
The method called Statistically Controlled Activation Weight Initialization (SCAWI) was introduced in [6] . They used the meaning of paralyzed neuron percentage (PNP) and concepted on testing how many times a neuron is in a completed situation with acceptable error. The formula of W ij input = 1.3 / (1+N input.V 2 ) 1/2 . r ij is for initializing weights W that V is the mean squared value of the inputs and r ij is a random number uniformly distributed in the range [-1, +1]. This method was improved to W ij hidden = 1.3 / (1+0.3. N hidden) 1/2 . r ij for earning better result [8, 10] . The disadvantage of the method of SCAWI is using random numbers to put the formula and it is similar to MinMax method which has critical in training.
3) Multilayer auto-encoder networks as pre-training:
Codification is one of five tasks types in neural network applications [13] . Multilayer encoders are feed-forward neural networks for training with odd number of hidden layers [34, 4] . The feed forward neural network trains to minimize the mean squared error between the input and output by using sigmoid function. High dimension matrix can reduce to the low-dimensional by extracting the node values in the middle hidden layer. In addition Auto-encoder/Auto-Associative neural networks are neural networks which are trained to recall their inputs. When the neural network uses linear activation functions, auto-encoder processes are similar to PCA [22] . Sigmoid activation allows to the auto-encoder network to train a nonlinear mapping between the highdimensional and low-dimensional data matrix. After the pretraining phase, the model is called "unfolded" to encode and decode that initially use the same weights. BPN can use for global fine-tuning phase through the whole auto-encoder to fine-tune the weights for optimization. For high number of multilayer auto-encoders connections BPN approaches are quite slowly. The auto-encoder network is unrolled and is fine tuned by a supervised model of BPN in the standard way. Since the 1980s, BPN has been obvious by deep auto-encoders and the initial weights were close enough to a good result. An auto-encoder processes very similar to PCA [22] . The main disadvantage of this method is due to the high number of multi-layer auto-encoders connections in BPN training process, resulting in slow performance.
III. POTENTIAL WEIGHTS LINEAR ANALYSIS (PWLA)
In this study, we will compare current preprocessing techniques of BPN with new technique of Potential Weights Linear Analysis (PWLA). PWLA reduces training process of supervised multi layer neural network models. SMNN models such as BPN will change to new SMFFNN models by using real weights [30] . PWLA model recognizes high deviations of input values matrix from global mean similar to PCA and using the meaning of vector torque formula for new SMFFNN.
These deviations cause more scores for their values. For data analyzing, the first PWLA normalizes input values as data preprocessing and then uses normalized values for pretraining, at last reduces dimension of normalized input values by using their potential weights. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of Potential weight Linear Analyze preprocessing. Each normalized value vector creates one vector torque ratio to global mean of matrix. They are evaluated together and they will reach to equilibrium. Figure 2 shows the example of the action for four vector torques, but all vectors create their own vector torques: 
In this study, the physical and mathematical meaning of vector torque is used, and is used in classification of instances. If two input vectors have much correlation together, they will create noise. When correlation is 1, this means that the two attributes are indeed one attribute and duplication exists in input values matrix. But the global mean moves to new location, hence after equivalence, the global mean take place as one constant at special point of axis of vector torques and the weight will distribute between two vectors. This situation can be between some or all input vectors of matrix. Therefore PWLA can solve noise problem. After illustration of weak and strong weights (arms), PWLA can omit weak weights and just enter strong weights to training process of SMFFNN model. This phase called dimension reduction of normalized values in PWLA. PWLA will be more effective by having dimension reduction technique.
A. Phases of Weights Linear Analysis
The input values can be every numeric type, range and measurement unit. Table I shows the input values matrix: 
If the dataset is large, there a high chance that the vector components are highly correlated (redundant). Even though the input values have correlation, hence the input is noisy; PWLA method is able to solve this problem. The covariance function returns the average of deviation products for each data value pair two attributes. There are three phases in implementing PWLA:
1) Normalization:
In this phase, normalized values as data pre-processing is considered. The technique of Min and Max is used. Each value is computed to find the ratio to average of all columns. Table  II shows a rational distribution of information in each row. The table is used as normalized input values or input vectors. 
2) Pre-training:
In improving pre-training performance, potential weights are initialized. The first distribution of standard normalized values is computed. µ is mean of values vectors each row, and σ is standard deviation of values vectors each row. Z nm is a standard normalized value and is computed based on formula below.
Z nm = ( X nm -µ m ) /σ m Therefore, PWLA does not need to use any random number for initialization of potential real weights and input of pre-training phase is normalized input values. Table III shows horizontal evaluation of PWLA that is about pre-training. 
3) Dimension reduction:
In this phase, there are normalized values and potential real weights. The weights show deviations of input values matrix from global mean similar to PCA. PWLA with having potential real weights can recognize high dimensional data matrix for effective data preprocessing. The suitable submatrix of necessary attributes can be selected based on their potential weights. PWLA can map high dimension matrix to lower dimension matrix. The strong weight causes high variance. If the dimension of the input vectors be large, the components of the vectors are highly correlated (redundant). PWLA can solve this problem in two ways. The first, after equivalence, the global mean take place as one constant at special point of axis of vector torques and the weights are distributed between vectors. In other way, it can solve redundancy by dimension reduction. This phase of PWLA can be performed in hidden layer during pruning.
B) PWLA Algorithm:
The algorithm of PWLA is shown in Figure 3 . Here, PWLA computes potential weights and new SMFFNN computes desired output by using binary step function instead of sigmoid function as activation function. Also there is no need to compute error and the derivative of the logistic function for the purpose of comparison between actual output with true output. The output Š n are sorted and two stacks are created based on true output with class label 0 and class label 1. Thresholds are defined based on creation of Stack0 as Stack of I j with condition of class label 0, Stack1 as Stack of I j with condition of class label 1. Binary step function is applied to both stacks serving as threshold and generated desired output 0 or 1. New SMFFNN applies PWLA similar to the simple neural network. The number of layers, nodes, weights, and thresholds in new SMFFNN using PWLA pre-processing is logically clear without presence of any random elements. New SMFFNN will classify input data by using output of PWLA, whereby there is one input layer with several input nodes, one hidden layer, and one output layer with one node. Hidden layer contains of weighted function ∑ i W ij I i and W ij are potential weights from pre-training. Hidden layer is necessary for pruning or considering management opinions for weights optimization. In pruning, the input values with weak weights can be omitted because they have weak effect on desired output. In management strategies, the input values with weights bigger than middle weights perform effectively on desired output, therefore they can be optimized. The output node in output layer contains ∑ j W jo I j and W jo =1 for computing desired output. Here, BPN exist only in one epoch during training processing without the need to compute bias and error in hidden layer. In evaluating the test set and predicting the class label, weights and thresholds are clear and class label of each instance can be predicted by binary step function.
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IV. EXPRIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All techniques have been implemented in Visual Basic version 6 and all performed on 1.662 GHz Pentium PC with 1.536 GB of memory. Back-propagation network performed with configuration of 10 hidden units in one hidden layer, and 1 output unit. We consider initial random weights in range of [-0.77, 0.77] for standard BPN in experiment results. We considered F-measure or balanced F-Score to compute average of accuracies test on 10 folds across [12] . The variables of Fmeasure are as follow and based on weighting of recall and precision. Recall is the probability that a randomly selected relevant instance is recovered in a search, Precision is the probability that a randomly selected recovered instance is relevant.
t p = true positive ; f p = false positive t n = true negative ; f n = false negative Recall= t p / t p +f n ;
Precision= t p / t p +f p F= 2. (Precision. recall) / (precision+ recall)
A) XOR problem:
To illustrate the semantic and logic of the proposed technique and the new SMFFNN model, the problem of Exclusive-OR (XOR) is considered.
X 1 X 2 = XOR(X) There are two logical attributes and four instances. Attribute characteristic is binary 0, 1. Usually XOR is used by multi-layers artificial neural networks. The analysis of XOR problem is illustrated in Table IV , together with its features and class label. Learning of new SMFFNN using PWLA takes one epoch without computing sigmoid function, training cycle, mean square error, and updating weights. Potential weights are obtain through PWLA and new SMFFNN model applies all them to compute thresholds and binary step function for generating desired output as well as predicting class label for XOR. The potential weights of attribute1 and attribute2 are the same (0.5) by using PWLA because the correlation between the values of attribute1 and attribute 2 is zero (ρ = 0). In this case, the output of new model shows the error is 0 and the outputs are the same class labels. Figure 4 illustrates result of new SMFFNN by using PWLA implementation. Training results are shown in The problem of XOR is implemented using PWLA and the new SMFFNN. The experimental results are compared with results from Standard BPN and Improved BPN [25, 38] . Table V shows comparison of speed and accuracy of XOR problem. The result of New SMFFNN with PWLA is better than others.
B) SPECT Heart:
SPECT Heart is selected from UCI Irvine Machine Learning Database Repository [27] because the implementations of the neural network models on this dataset was remarkable since most conventional methods do not process well on these datasets [21] . The dataset of SPECT Heart contains diagnosing of cardiac Single Proton Emission Computed Tomography images. There are two classes: normal and abnormal. The database contains 267 SPECT image sets of patients features, 22 continuous feature patterns. The implementation of BPN and new SMFFNN models by using different preprocessing techniques are compared. The learning process of new SMFFNN using PWLA is performed in one epoch and the potential weights are generated by PWLA on SPECT Heart training dataset which are shown in Table VI.   TABLE VI. POTENTIAL WEIGHTS OF SPECT HEART (TRAINING DATASET) New SMFFNN considered the potential weights and obtained thresholds and then created two stacks for 0 and 1 labels using binary step function. The potential weights of SPECT Heart have suitable distribution and are near together. Table VII shows stacks of thresholds for SPECT Heart by using new SMFFNN and PWLA. The learning of BPN is performed in standard situation (SBPN), and by using PCA with 10 dimensions as preprocessing technique. Table VIII shows speed and accuracy of classification methods on SPECT Heart dataset. In SPECT Heart, The accuracy of BPN by using PCA is 73.3%, SBPN is 87%. New SMFFNN by using PWLA has higher accuracy to others which is 92% and by using PWLA with dimension reduction is 87%. We consider 11 attributes with high weights for dimension reduction of input values matrix. Figure 5 shows the chart of comparison accuracy of classification methods on SPECT Heart dataset. The accuracy of performance of new SMFFNN by using PWLA is better than other methods because it uses real potential weights, thresholds and does not work on random initialization. SBPN method performs on SPECT Heart training dataset in 25 epochs with 2.92 second CPU times. BPN by using PCA performs on SPECT Heart training dataset in 14 epochs with 1.08 second CPU. New SMFFNN by using PWLA in one epoch during 0.036 second processes on SPECTF Heart training dataset. New SMFFNN by using PWLA with dimension reduction in one epoch during 0.019 second processes on SPECTF Heart training dataset which has higher speed to other methods. Comparison on speed of training process of the methods on SPECT Heart dataset is shown in Figure 6 as follow: Figure 6 . Comparison of classification speed of BPN and new SMFFNN by using preprocessing techniques on SPECT Heart dataset C) SPECTF Heart: SPECTF Heart is selected from UCI Irvine Machine Learning Database Repository [27] because the implementations of the neural network models on these datasets were remarkable since most conventional methods do not process well on these datasets [21] . The dataset of SPECTF Heart contains diagnosing of cardiac Single Proton Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) images. There are two classes: normal and abnormal. The database contains 267 SPECT image sets of patients features, 44 continuous feature patterns.
The implementation of BPN and new SMFFNN models by using different preprocessing techniques are compared.
Learning for the new SMFFNN using PWLA is performed in only one epoch. Generated potential weights by PWLA on SPECTF HEART training dataset are shown in Table IX.   TABLE IX. POTENTIAL WEIGHTS OF SPECTF HEART (TRAINING DATASET) The potential weights don't have suitable distribution; therefore we can consider dimension reduction of input values based on weak weights. In here, we consider 14 attributes with high weights for dimension reduction technique. New SMFFNN considered these potential weights and obtained thresholds before it created two stacks for 0 and 1 labels using binary step function. Table X shows stacks of thresholds. The learning of BPN is performed in standard situation (SBPN), and by using PCA with 10 dimensions as preprocessing technique. Table XI shows speed and accuracy of classification methods on SPECTF Heart dataset. In SPECTF Heart, the accuracy of BPN by using PCA is 75.1%, SBPN is 79% and new SMFFNN by using PWLA has higher accuracy to others which is 94% and by using PWLA with dimension reduction is 85%. We consider 14 attributes with high weights for dimension reduction of input values matrix. Figure 7 shows the charts of comparison accuracy of classification methods on SPECTF Heart dataset. The accuracy of performance of new SMFFNN by using PWLA is better than other methods because it uses real potential weights, thresholds and does not work on random initialization. SBPN method performs on SPECTF Heart training dataset in 25 epochs with 4.98 second CPU times. BPN by using PCA performs on SPECTF Heart training dataset in 14 epochs with 1.6 second CPU times. New SMFFNN by using PWLA in one epoch during 0.061 second processes on SPECTF Heart training dataset. New SMFFNN by using PWLA with dimension reduction in one epoch during 0.022 second processes on SPECTF Heart training dataset which has higher speed to other methods. Speed comparison of models and techniques on SPECTF Heart dataset are shown in Figure 8 . 
D) Liver disorders dataset (BUPA):
Liver disorders dataset or BUPA Medical Research Ltd. database donated by Richard S. Forsyth is selected from UCI Irvine Machine Learning Database Repository [27] . The first 5 variables are all blood tests which are thought to be sensitive to liver disorders that might arise from excessive alcohol consumption. Each line in the BUPA data file constitutes the record of a single male individual. Selector field used to split data into two sets. The database contains 345 attributes and 7 instances. Learning for the new SMFFNN using PWLA is performed in only one epoch and the potential weights generated by PWLA on BUPA dataset is shown in Table XII.   TABLE XII. POTENTIAL WEIGHTS OF BUPA (TRAINING DATASET) New SMFFNN considered these potential weights and obtained thresholds before it created two stacks for 1 and 2 labels using binary step function. In BUPA, the accuracy of BPN by using SCAWI is 60.90% [7] , BPN by using PCA is 63.40% [29] , SBPN is 59.40% and BPN by using PWLA has higher accuracy to others that is 100%. Figure 9 shows the charts of comparison accuracy of classification methods on BUPA dataset. Figure 9 . Comparison of classification accuracy on BUPA dataset
The accuracy of performance of new SMFFNN by using PWLA is better than other methods and is 100% because it uses real potential weights, thresholds and does not work on random initialization. The BUPA classification result shows that selected attributes of this dataset are complete and SMFFNN model by using PWLA has highest accuracy.
SBPN method performs on BUPA dataset in 1300 epochs. BPN by using PCA or SCAWI performs on BUPA dataset in 200 epochs. New SMFFNN by using PWLA in one epoch processes on BUPA dataset that has higher speed than other methods.
Speed comparison of models and techniques on BUPA dataset are shown in Figures 10. 
V. CONCLUSION
Currently, data pre-processing and pre-training techniques of BPN focus on reducing the training process and increasing classification accuracy. The main contribution of this paper is combination of normalization and dimension reduction as preprocessing and new pre-training method for reducing training process with the discovery of SMFFNN model. BPN can change to new SMFFNN model and get the best result in speed and accuracy by using new preprocessing technique without gradient of mean square error function and updating weights in one epoch. Therefore, the proposed technique can solve the main problem of finding the suitable weights. The Exclusive-OR (XOR) problem is considered and solved for the purpose to validate the new model. During experiments, the new model was implemented and analyzed using Potential Weights Linear Analysis (PWLA). The combination of normalization, dimension reduction and new pre-training techniques shows that PWLA generated suitable input values and potential weights. This shows that PWLA serves as global mean and vectors torque formula to solve the problem. Three kinds of SPECT Heart, SPECTF Heart and Liver Disorders (BUPA) datasets from UCI Repository of Machine Learning are chosen to illustrate the strength of PWLA techniques. The results of BPN by using pre-processing techniques and new SMFFNN with application of PWLA showed significant improvement in speed and accuracy. The results show that robust and flexibility properties of new preprocessing technique for classification. For future work, we consider improved PWLA with non linear supervised and unsupervised dimension reduction property for applying by other supervised multi layer feed forward neural network models.
